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ABSTRACT
Vegetation indices ure important parameters in remote sensing. fn many
scienffic investigations, successful vegetation properties estimation heavily
relies on proper use of vegetation indices. Vegetation wster content (VWC) is
one of the most important biophysical properties of vegetation that csn be used
in hydrological modeling, agricultural planning, forestry administration and
even the climate change studies. However, to estimate Vl(C using remote
sensing satelliles data has been heavily relying on vendor dependent specilic
software rather than open source software. Hence, the paper highlights the
development of a javu-based open source information system integrated with
MySQL Database to store, retrieve, query and analyze remote sensing data to
estimate VI(C. The hydro information system is platfurm independent, which
enhances its great potential to be accessedfrom any computers, anywhere
through the web browser. Taking its advantages, the system evaluated the
performance of various vegetation indices in VII'C estimation systematically.
The short-wave infrared (SWIR) bands wereproved to be superior to the other
bands when corn and soybeans VIYC are concerned ander the similar
environmental condition of SMEXL2 (Soil Moisture Experiment in 2002).
Keywords: Hydro Information System,GIS,Jqva, Vegetationlf/ater Content.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The environmental studies involve many types of parametersand variables
relatedto water, soil and air, which are all dependanton each other's. A hybrid
approachintegrating remote sensingand GIS is one of the best approachesto
look into the characteristicsof such environmental parameters.GIS and Remote
Sensinghave been very beneficial in mapping [] and[2] and data analysis l3l,
and hence greatly aided in the understandingand decision-making [a] in resource
management.GIS has been intensivelyused in land registration,hydrology, land
evaluation,planning or environmentalobservation[5], L6),l7l, [8], [9], [10] and
[l]. GIS has been widely used in water quality and impact assessment[2]
and [13].
Geo-data comes in many different forms, such as maps or images and
regardedas a remote sensingdata when images are taken from the air or from the
space.Remote sensing technology has many attributes that would be beneficial
to detecting, mapping and monitoring the change of environment in a wider
aspects[4], [15] and [16]. For example, the changesin vegetation contents
through a gtowing season can be detected as radiance or reflectance at the
sensors mounted on the satellites. The post processing products, including
vegetation indices, can be used to determine the vegetation health conditions in a
particular region in both spatial and temporal manners. As a very important
parameter in hydrological process, vegetation water content (VWC) estimation
using remote sensing had been attempted in decades. Vegetation indices,
including the broadly used normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), are
the major indicatorsto model VWC. NDVI is basedon the red (RED) and near
infrared (NIR) bands, which are located in the strong chlorophyll absorption
region and high reflectanceplateau of vegetation canopiesrespectively.Using
satellite spectrometersand the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer
(AVIRIS) data, it has been found that vegetation indices (VI) based upon NIR
and SWIR are better than those employing VIS and NIR when retrieving leaf
watercontentinformation[17], [18], [19], [20] and [21].
Recent research demonstratedthe potential of shortwave infrared band in
VWC estimationand the utilization of operationalMODIS data 122f. Howevet,
from the implementation point of view, users may have to rely on the remote
sensingdataprocessingpackagesheavily. Unforrunatelymost of the applications
are platform and expensively software dependent and it seriously restricts the
application of scientific findings of research. [n this study, the use of different
bands to form vegetation indices has been further tested systematically using
object-oriented Hydro Information System (HIS) with an open source database
such as MySQL. Object-orintedprogramming languageuses objects to interact
with each others to design the applications.The crucial point of developing an
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object-oriented system resides in the setting up of a standard communication
protocol between the different components and these standard communication
protocols can be identified as interfaces. An interface is defined as a set of
methodsand propertiesthat can be accessedby other objects.The advantageof
using this approachis that once an object is implementing a standardinterf-ace,it
will immediately be ready for coupling with any other objects that comply with
this standard. The HIS not only use these advantages of object-oriented
programming but also illustrates the advantagesof the SWIR based vegetation
indices in WVC estimation. The HIS introduces a user friendly open source
information system which has a great potential to processthe remote sensingdata
and visualize user interested results locally or remotely with excellent platform
or software independency.

2 THE STUDY AREA AND DATA SOURCE
The study area is the Walnut Creek Watershed in Iowa, US, where the
SMEX 02 (Soil Moisture Experiment in 2002) l23l campaign took place. The
corn and soybeansoccupied 73.4o,/a
of the total area (39.5% corn and 33.9%
soybeans),l2o/oas urban areasand roads,l4o/oas grassesand trees,0.6o/aintrace
pixels of other classes[22] and 1241.The MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectro-radiometer)datasets,which are free of use to date, provides the remote
sensing data source for this study. The suitability of MODIS data resolution for
the study area had been discussedby Chen et al. [22]. Another reason for using
MODIS datasetis its daily availability, which will significantly enhancethe use
of the current developed HIS with online databasefor real time implementation
worldwide. The seven bands of MODIS data were retrieved for a DOY 182
(182'dday of a year) and were used for vegetationindices calculationand WVC
estimationthereafter.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF HIS AND ITS INTEGRATIONWITH
VEGETATION MODELS
The methodologyconsistsof developmentof an Information Systemcapable
of storing hydro-based GIS data compatible to OGIS (Open Geo-data
InteroperabilitySpecification).OGIS project, underway since June 1993, is an
atternpt to design methods that provide an object oriented architectural
framework for accessto geo-data,independentof the specific data structuresand
file formats used to model the data. The three major requirementsfor OGIS are
interoperability, sharing data space, and availability of heterogeneousresource
browser.The Java lies at the core of the system integrated with a MySQL
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Figure 1: Basic Architecture of the System.
database,Open-Map 126l and J-Free-Chart package that is capable of doing
analysis as done with ENVI l27l and Mat Lab software. The basic architecture of
the systemis shown in the Fig.l.
MySQL supports spatial extensions following the specification of the Open
GIS Consortium (OGC) to allow the generation, storage, and analysis of
geographic features.The specifications describe a set of SQL geometry types, as
well as functions on those types to create and analyze geometry values.
Therefore, MySQL has been used for spatial extention to demonstrate how
remote sensing data can be used for estimating vegetation water content. A
databasename hydro was createdusing MySQL databasefeatures. The MySQL
databasetablebandl, band2, band3, band4, bandS,band6 and bandT were loaded
into the hydro database.Each band consists of pixel values for 70 rows and 191
columns. A vegelndexFramejava class was created which connects to the
databaseand retrieves data in matrix format (m, n, where z is number of rows
and n is number of columns) and obtains value for each individual pixel from
sevenMODIS bands (centeredat 648 nm,858 nm, 555 nm,860 nm, l24O nm,
1640 nm,2130 nm from band I to 7) and then calculate vegetation index such as
the MODIS-derived Normalized Difference Water Indices (NDWI16as,Chen et
al. l22l using SWIR (Short Wave Infra Red) band (1640 nm) by the following
formula:
/ (band2st* + band6ronoo-).
NDWIr640: (band2s53*- band6ro+o-o)
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The analysis of ND$,'I'consists of values both for corn anci soybeans.Since
the focus ofour studiesis based on corn only, eachpixel value is designatedas 1
for corn pixels and 0 for the rcst of the pixels. Classification procedures were
conductedas in Huang i24l and Chen et aI. 1221.The classified data is stored into
the hydro databaseas a classification table. The NDWI values only for corn are
calculatedusing the following formula:
ND'WI"'- : NDWI * classificafion values
The each individual pixel is recordedwith specific latitude and longitude and
is stored into the hydro databasetable, which consists of an id, location (spatial
column that stores data in geometry point format as specified by OGC). There is
no single command in MySQL that can store a seriesof point data as required for
the above task. Therefore following two- step tasks are carried out to achieve this
goal.
Stepl: Import file in a "non-spatial" table (with coordinatesas DOUBLE or
INT columns), such as using the SQL command. The following statementsuse
the codes for SQL command.

I
o
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CREATE TABLE mylmportTable (ID INT AUTO_INCREMENT, X DOUBLE,
Y DOUBLE, PRIMARY KEY (ID));
LOAD DATA INFILE'myFileWithCoordinates.txt' INTO TABLE
mylmportTable;
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Step2: Insert values in a spatial column by constructing the 'spatial' string.
The following statementsuse the codesfor SQL command.
CREATE TABLE mySpatialTable (ID INT AUTO_INCREMENT,
myGeometryColumn GEOMETRY, PRIMARY KEY (ID));
INSERT INTO mySpatialTable (myGeometryColumn) SELECT
GeomFromText(CONCAT('POINT(',X,",Y,')')) FROM mylmportTable;
The table's id_location and value_ndwi are joined together and the data are
inserted into a new table result_ndwi which records values as well as pixels
location. The java based GLII is connectedwith MySQL databaseand the user is
prompted with a dialog box containing a password, once connected to the
databasethe submenusare activated such as NDWI, Vegetation Water Content
(WVC), WVC Comparison,Corelation and RMSE.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The VWC for each individual pixel was calculated using the following
formula l22l and[24]:
VWC : 9.44 * NDWIl6ae+ 1.37
When the user selectsthe NDWI sub-menu,an Interfacepops up showing the
band types to be chosen as shown in the Fig.2. Once the bands are selectedthe
user clicks the NDWI button and it calculatesNDWI values.Usins ResetButton
the user can deselectand get back to the initial band set up.
When the user clicks the sub-menu "Vegetation Water Content (VWC)" of
the menu "Vegetation Index" it shows data for VWC in tabular format as shown
in Fig.3.
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Figure 2: Showing the Interface when user clicks the NDWI sub-menu.
To display V!VC, the systemis linked with Open-Mapwhich allows usersto
visualize and manipulate geospatial information. This is accomplished by
creating a layer called VI which accessdata from the table named value VIVC of
MySQL's hydro databaseand displaysthe band spectrumof the pixel values as
shown in Fig.4. The Open-Map calls the open-map WVC properties file to for
layout feafures of the Open-Map with relevant data as shown in Fig.4. The
pixels were displayed with grids using create-Box-Shapemethod and pixel
valueswere classified using JavaRGB (a mixture of threeadditive primaries:
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Figure 3: Showing measuredand estimatedVWC data in tabular format with its
specificlocationas geo-referenced
point.
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Figure 4: Showing vrvc values,the dark color indicateshigher v!vc, clicking
on the pixel; it showsthe pixel id and calculatedvalue.
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tr'igure 5: Showing comparisonsbetween measuredand estimatedVWC.
red, green and blue) model. All the combinations among the seven bands were
established to form the vegetation indices and were analyzed statistically in
\fWC estimating. The WVC modeling using the above VI were tested using the
inbuilt mathematical modeling capability of the HIS itself. "The display of data
can be further enhanced by linking with GRASS (Geographic Resources
Analysis Support System) for data management, image processing, spatial
modeling, and visualization. Specially, when GRASS is integrated with
GDAL/OGR libraries, it supportsOGC-conformal Simple Features".
The WVC estimated for DOY 182 of corns were compared with the
measured WVC of DOY 182 and were plotted against the NDWI values as
shown in Fig.S. This task is accomplished when the user clicks the submenu
"VWC Comparison" of the menu "Vegetation Index". The scatteredplot of the
J-Free-Chartpackage is used which retrieves data from the table comparison
WVC. A class Corelation.Javais created to perform the task of calculating the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Pearson's correlation, by using the
following formula respectively.

Root Mean Square Error, RMSE =

16-D'
I
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tr'igure6: Showingthe relationshipbetweenthe measuredand estimatedWVC
basedon calculatedcorrelationcoefficientandRMSE.
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Where n: number of data,
X: Measuredvalue,
I: EstimatedValue,
Pearson'scorrelation coefficient (r) is a measureof the strengthof the association
between the two variables. It measuresthe strength and the direction of the linear
relationship between two quantitative, continuousvariables. A basic properly of
Pearson'sr is that its possible lange is from -l to 1. A correlation of -l means a
perfect negative linear relationship, a correlation of 0 means no linear
relationship, and a correlation of 1 meansa perfect linear relationship.
When the user clicks the sub-menu"Correlation and RMSE" under the menu
"Vegetation Index" it appearswith a frame consisting a "Calculate" button and
by pressing this button it calculatesRMSE and correlation coefficient as shown
in Fig.6. The RMSE and Pearson'sCorrelation, r for the WVC are calculated as
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0.9713 and 0.1248 respectively,which indicates that the estimatedvalues are
very close to the measuredones.
Similarly we can estimate the VWC for soybeans and compare with the
measured ones. This can be achieved only by altering the classification pixel
values of the table classification in the databasehydro. The pixels with soybeans
are given a value of I while the rest of the pixels are consideredas 0 values. The
NDWI for Soybeansare calculated as:
NDWI.or"6"-" : NDWI * classification values
The Estimated VWC for Soybeansis calculated using the following formula

l22l andl24l:

+ 0.28
VWC: 1.78* NDWIr64o
This emphasizes that the HIS can be applicable with a great deal of
flexibility and can be adaptedto different scenarios.Using this HIS, systematic
investigations on the performances of a series of vegetation indices CNDVI,
NDWI1240, NDWIl640, NDWI2l30) has been conducted.The resultsindicated
VIVC estimated from NDWIl6as has the most consistent measurements in
comparison to the maximum correlation coefficient and the smallestRMSE. This
further confirmed the results discovered in Huang l24l and Chen et al. l22that
SWIR band (1640 nm) has better potential to estimate VWC with simple linear
models. "However, it is recommendedto use Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)
as it corrects for some distortions in the reflected light causedby the particles in
the air as well as the ground cover below the vegetation. The EVI data also does
not become saturatedas easily as the NDVI when viewing rainforests and other
areasof the Earth with large amountsof chlorophyll".
5 CONCLUSIONS
The developed system is based on Open Source tools like Open-Map and
MySQL databasetherefore any new development can be easily incorporated by
modiffing the source code. The developedinformation system can be connected
to any types of databases(MySQL, PostGreSQL, Oracle, Sysbase)and data can
be queried simultaneously and visualized in tabular format. The system can be
replaced as an alternative of using any closed or vendor dependentsoftware likes
ENVI and MATLAB to do matrix analysisand to calculate vegetation index. The
HIS turns out to be a single environment where WVC analysis, estimation and
visualization all are computed under a single information system saving
considerabletime and money which would have been spent to perform similar
tasks wrder a multiple environments and software systems. From the
methodology point of view, the analysis can be extended to various crop types,
or vegetation species. Corn and soybean are the examples first tested in this
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system. The developed HIS was successfully used in \,/WC estimation in
coordination with remote sensing data. Its features like platform independent
open source and distributed database support had been of great use in such
modeling, either locally or via Internet. Specially, if it is run as an applet, it can
be used as a distributed system where people can connect to the database from
the remote location using the specified usemame or password and calculate
vegetation index, WVC and visualize the pixel based on its value, without any
local professional software requirement.The successfulimplementation of WVC
estimation in this HIS further approvedthe efficiency of this remote sensingand
GIS integrated system. The HIS has been extended for applicability in other
areasof water resourcesengineeringsuch as low flow estimationl2Tl, pollutant
load estimation [28] and ground water contamination.
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